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Abstract

Replicators such as parasites invading a new host species, species invading a new ecological niche, or cancer cells invading a
new tissue often must mutate to adapt to a new environment. It is often argued that a higher mutation rate will favor
evolutionary invasion and escape from extinction. However, most mutations are deleterious, and even lethal. We study the
probability that the lineage will survive and invade successfully as a function of the mutation rate when both the initial
strain and an adaptive mutant strain are threatened by lethal mutations. We show that mutations are beneficial, i.e. a non-
zero mutation rate increases survival compared to the limit of no mutations, if in the no-mutation limit the survival
probability of the initial strain is smaller than the average survival probability of the strains which are one mutation away.
The mutation rate that maximizes survival depends on the characteristics of both the initial strain and the adaptive mutant,
but if one strain is closer to the threshold governing survival then its properties will have greater influence. These
conclusions are robust for more realistic or mechanistic depictions of the fitness landscapes such as a more detailed viral life
history, or non-lethal deleterious mutations.
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Introduction

When a population of replicators faces a sudden change in its

environment, often its fitness will decrease so that it has to adapt or

face extinction. Examples include when a parasite infects a new

host species, when a species is introduced to a new ecological

niche, when viruses or bacteria are challenged by an antimicrobial

drug administered to their host, or when a cancerous cell invades a

new tissue [1]. If adaptive genotypes (i.e. which increase fitness)

exist within mutational range, the replicator population has the

opportunity to adapt and survive, in a process termed evolutionary

escape or evolutionary invasion. Past models of evolutionary

invasion and escape have generally ignored mutations that are off

the pathway to adaptation [2–4], and have concluded that higher

mutation rates lead to higher survival probability for the

replicator’s lineage, i.e. higher invasion or escape probability.

The same conclusion is often implied in the empirical literature.

For instance, it is often said that RNA viruses are the leading cause

of emerging infectious diseases because their high mutation rate

enables them to adapt more easily to new host species [5–9].

However, it is known that most mutations are deleterious or

even lethal. In the case of viruses, for example, site-directed

mutagenesis experiments have shown that 20 to 40% of point

mutations in various viruses are lethal [10]. Mutations can be

lethal because they introduce a stop codon, disrupt the production

of a crucial protein, affect key reactive sites of proteins, or disrupt

the interaction of the genome itself with other proteins. The

probability that another mutation can compensate for such

changes is very small, so the presence of any non-zero number

of such mutations typically makes the virus non-viable. Indeed, the

mechanism of action of some antiviral drugs is thought to be lethal

mutagenesis [11], i.e. increase of the mutation rate to levels where

the probability that a new genome has at least one lethal mutation

is high enough to threaten the survival of the viral population [12].

In numerous analyses of this phenomenon [12–14], any increase

in the mutation rate is assumed to endanger the initially fit virus.

Looking more broadly, deleterious mutations are a burden for all

replicators, not only viruses [15]. The observed mutation rate

often seems to result from a trade-off between the cost of

deleterious mutations and the cost of achieving high-fidelity

replication [16–19].

If a replicator does not mutate at all, it never adapts, and then

cannot survive environmental changes. But if a replicator mutates

too often, it also carries a deleterious mutational load. The concept

of mutations as a double-edged sword has been explored in many

situations. For example, Bull studied the mean number of adaptive

mutants produced by a single episode of mutagenesis [20], while

Iranzo et al. calculated the mean growth rate of a pathogen

population exposed to a combination of a drug reducing growth

and another drug increasing the mutation rate [21]. There is an

extensive literature on adaptation rates (i.e. fixation rates of

adaptive mutations) in a population of constant size [22–24], or

with a given demographic trajectory [25]. However, in the case of

evolutionary invasion and escape, the most important quantity is

the probability of survival of a replicator’s lineage, because if the

lineage survives the population will grow until limited by other
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factors (such as resource availability). Maximizing the survival

probability of a replicator’s lineage is different from maximizing

the adaptation rate in a population of fixed size. In both cases, an

important quantity is the probability to generate mutants bearing

an adaptive mutation but no deleterious mutations. But in the

former case, deleterious mutations decrease both the survival

probability of a lineage of replicators of the initial type when there

is no adaptive mutant, and the probability of survival of a lineage

initiated by an adaptive mutant, which places additional

constraints on the mutation rate.

To our knowledge, only two studies have looked at the

probability of survival of a replicator’s lineage when both

deleterious and adaptive strains are within mutational range.

Eshel [26] proved that a finite mutation rate maximizes the

survival probability of a replicator’s lineage when an initial unfit

strain needs to mutate to a fitter strain to survive, but this fitter

strain is threatened by lethal mutations, so that it cannot survive if

the mutation rate is too high. Alexander & Day [27] studied two

scenarios. First, when mutations to the initial strain are either

adaptive or lethal, and adaptive strains are assumed not to mutate

at all, then increasing mutation rate leads to monotonic increase or

decrease in survival probability depending on the fitness of the

initial strain. Second, when two strains of different fitness are

linked by mutations in both directions, there is a parameter regime

where an intermediate mutation rate maximizes survival.

We provide a more complete and unified analysis of the

influence of deleterious and lethal mutations on the phenomenon

of evolutionary invasion and escape. We develop and analyze a

general stochastic model for the survival probability of a replicator

lineage that begins with an arbitrary fitness, and can acquire

mutations that are adaptive, deleterious, or lethal. We derive

simple, biologically intuitive rules to delineate when mutations are

beneficial (i.e. when a positive mutation rate leads to greater

survival probability than the limit of no mutations), and in this

regime, we calculate the optimal mutation rate (i.e. the mutation

rate maximizing the survival probability of the replicator lineage

for the environmental change being studied). This model can

encompass the earlier results of Eshel[26] and Alexander & Day

[27] as special cases, and places their findings in the context of

broader conclusions about the impact of deleterious mutations on

evolutionary escape. We then extend our general model to

incorporate greater realism, considering more complex genotype

spaces and fitness landscapes, and analyze a particular scenario

based on a mechanistic model for within-host viral dynamics. We

highlight the robust conclusions that apply for all scenarios

considered, and discuss the implications for viral emergence and

the evolution of mutation rates.

Methods and Results

General model: evolutionary invasion with adaptive and
lethal mutations

Model framework. We study asexual replicators, such as

cancerous cells, viruses with negligible recombination, or bacteria

with negligible horizontal transfer. For sexual replicators the

effects of deleterious mutations are mitigated by recombination

and exhibit a very different sensitivity to the mutation rate [28].

We consider whether an initial population of replicators in a

novel environment leads to establishment of a successful popula-

tion or goes extinct. Situations where replicators jump to a new

environment often involve only a few explorers, or else abrupt

environmental change can sharply decrease the size of an extant

population. Also any population is most likely to go extinct when

there are the fewest replicators present. For all these reasons, we

focus on the dynamics of a replicator population that begins at low

abundance. When there are few replicators, the interactions

between them are limited, and depletion of resources is negligible.

Hence for calculating the survival probability we assume that the

demographic fates of replicators are independent. Consequently,

we use a branching process framework [29], as is standard in the

evolutionary escape literature [1,2,27]. We study the case of one

initial replicator, but given the assumption of independence, the

dynamics for n initial replicators can be deduced directly from the

dynamics of each of them. In particular, the probability of

extinction of the entire founding population is the product of the

extinction probabilities for each replicator considered alone.

To analyze the branching processes, we use generating

functions which gather the information on the probabilities p(k)
that a single replicator produces k replicators after the next event

in the system: g(z)~
X?

k~0
p(k)zk. Standard branching process

theory implies that the probability of eventual extinction e is given

by the smallest positive solution to g(e)~e (and the survival

probability is s~1{e) [29]. This can be extended to multitype

branching processes, with the generating map

gi(~zz)~
X?

k1~0
:::
X?

kn~0
pi(~kk)zk1

1 :::z
kn
n where pi(~kk) is the proba-

bility that one replicator of strain i produces a set of k1 replicators

of strain 1, k2 replicators of strain 2, etc [29]. We assume that

mutations occur upon replication.

A mutation in the genome may change fitness. In the context of

adaptation to new conditions, mutations with a significant effect

on replicator fitness (e.g. those that modify a reactive site on a

protein for instance) can be distinguished from mutations with

small effect (e.g. those that marginally alter the thermodynamic

stability of a protein) [30]. Likewise, deleterious mutations can

range from lethal mutations with dramatic deleterious effects on

replicator fitness (e.g. a stop codon in an essential gene) to much

milder effects [10,31]. Approximating small-effect mutations as

neutral mutations, we consider an idealized fitness landscape for a

genome consisting of N sites, where L sites are lethal, i.e. the strain

is non-viable if any of these sites is mutated, one site allows for

adaptive mutations, and the N{L{1 remaining sites are neutral

(figure 1). Each site represents a nucleotide, so a mutation is a

nucleotide substitution, though the model framework could be

modified to address allele changes across genes. We assume that

the mutation rate is the same for all sites. The parameter m is the

probability of mutation at each site, given birth of a new replicator.

We use the term ‘‘mutation rate’’ for consistency with the

biological literature. For a real system, mutation rates can be

Figure 1. Mutational map. A mutation at any of the L lethal sites of
the genome makes the strain non-viable, and a mutation at the one
adaptive site increases the fitness. The mutation rate m is the same for
all sites.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g001

Evolutionary Escape with Deleterious Mutations
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different for different sites or for back mutations, but if a change in

the mean mutation rate affects all rates proportionally (e.g. a more

error-prone enzyme for replication or proof-reading), this would

not affect our qualitative conclusions.

Analysis and results
Generating functions. We consider a replicator of strain i

(i~1,2) which duplicates at a rate bi per unit time and dies at a

rate di per unit time. The basic reproductive number, i.e. the

mean number of direct descendants of this replicator, is Ri~bi=di.

We construct the generating function by considering the

probability of each type of event and the resulting number of

replicators of each strain. The next event is death with probability

di=(dizbi)~1=(Riz1), which leads to a term in z0
1z0

2~1. The

next event is replication with probability bi=(bizdi)~Ri=(Riz1),
which leads to a term in zi (for the parent replicator) |f (zi,zj) (for

the offspring replicator, which can be mutated as explained in

figure 1: f (zi,zj)~½(1{m)Lz1zi(nomutation)z(1{m)Lmzj

(mutantstrainj)z(1{(1{m)L)(lethalmutant)�). Thus the gener-

ating function starting from one replicator of strain 1 is:

g1(z1,z2)~
1

1zR1
z

R1

R1z1
z1 (1{m)Lz1z1z(1{m)Lmz2z1{(1{m)L
� �

:

ð1Þ

The extinction probabilities ei starting from one replicator of

strain i are solutions of the system g1(e1,e2)~e1 and g2(e1,e2)~e2.

Influence of the mutation rate on survival. Solving this

system numerically shows the dependence of survival probability

on mutation rate (black circles in figure 2). All three panels show

the scenario where there is a single site where mutation is adaptive

(R2wR1) and 10 sites where mutation is lethal (L~10). For small

enough values of R1 (figure 2 a,b), increasing the mutation rate

from a low level increases survival, as more adaptive mutants are

produced. But there is a finite mutation rate at which the survival

probability is maximized, because at higher mutation rates the

fitness burden of lethal mutations is greater. When the initial

fitness of the introduced strain is higher (figure 2c), this latter effect

dominates, and any amount of mutation decreases the survival

probability of the replicator lineage. Thus even when a

neighboring genotype is substantially fitter, an increase in the

mutation rate can be disadvantageous. To generalize this finding

and derive biological insights about its determinants, we analyze

the survival probabilities further for several basic scenarios.

Regime of beneficial mutations. To investigate whether

mutations are beneficial at all in a given scenario, we study

whether a small amount of mutation leads to more survival than

no mutations, i.e. whether the initial slope of the survival

probability as a function of the mutation rate is positive (orange

dot-dashed lines on figure 2). We introduce a new quantity, the

survival probability without mutations, which is

bsisi~ maxf0,1{1=Rig. We can then derive approximations for

the survival probability starting from one replicator of strain 1, in

the limit of low mutation rate (see Appendix S1.1 in file S1). If

R1v1 (hereafter referred to as an ‘‘unfit’’ strain), the lineage dies

out with certainty in the absence of mutations, and:

s1^m
R1

1{R1

bs2s2: ð2Þ

If R1w1 (hereafter referred to as a ‘‘fit’’ strain), the lineage can

survive without mutation, and:

s1^bs1s1zm
bs2s2{(Lz1)bs1s1

R1{1
: ð3Þ

If the coefficient of m is positive in these expressions, mutations

are beneficial. If the initial strain is unfit (R1v1), mutations are

always beneficial, because they are necessary to have any chance

to avoid extinction. If the initial strain is fit (R1w1), the presence

of lethal mutants means that mutations are beneficial when the

adaptive strain is much fitter, more precisely when bs2s2wbs1s1(Lz1).

This result can be generalized to the following simple rule

(appendix S1.1 in file S1): calculating the survival probabilities in

the absence of mutations, if the survival probability averaged over

the immediate mutational neighbors is larger than the survival

probability of the initial strain, then mutations are beneficial.

Immediate mutational neighbors are strains one mutation away

from the initial strain, which in the particular case above are 1

neighbor of survival probability bs2s2 and L neighbors of survival

probability 0. This is a sufficient condition to prove that mutations

are beneficial. But it is not a necessary condition, as we will see

when several mutations are needed to reach a fitter strain.

Optimal mutation rate. When mutations are beneficial,

there is a finite mutation rate that maximizes the probability of

survival for a given environmental change scenario, which we refer

Figure 2. Survival probability of the replicator’s lineage starting from one replicator of strain 1 as a function of the mutation rate,
for three values of the initial strain fitness R1. Exact solution (black circles), approximation for small m (orange dot-dashed-line), and iterative

approximations s
(1)
1 (purple dashed line) and s

(2)
1 (blue solid line). R2~9, L~10.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g002

Evolutionary Escape with Deleterious Mutations
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to as the optimal mutation rate, mopt. To investigate how this

optimum depends on the parameters of the model, we build

approximations for the survival probabilities (figure 2). We define

s
(0)
i as the survival probability that accounts for lethal mutations

only. A first approximation step s
(1)
i is to neglect the back

mutations from strain j to strain i, i.e. writing the survival

probability starting from a replicator of strain i as a function of the

survival probability starting from a replicator of strain j, and taking

s
(0)
j as the value for the latter. The next step is s

(2)
1 , i.e. s1 calculated

using s
(1)
2 as a value for s2. We make further approximations based

on these expressions (appendix S1 in file S1).

These approximations do not lead to a simple explicit

expression for mopt, but they do give analytical insights about the

factors that influence the optimal mutation rate when the initial

strain is unfit (R1v1). When the number of lethal mutants is large

(L&1), the mutation rate that maximizes survival is proportional

to 1=(Lz1): as expected, the greater the frequency of lethal

mutations, the lower the optimal mutation rate. Interestingly, in

the limit R2?1z (the mutant barely survives) mopt does not

depend anymore on R1, and in the limit R2 large (the mutant is

very fit) mopt does not depend on R2. Thus the optimal mutation

rate seems to depend only on the parameters of the strain that is

closer to the threshold value Ri~1 governing survival, for which

the fine-tuning of the mutation rate m will have the largest impact

on survival.

Towards more realistic fitness landscapes
Varying the numbers of lethal mutations. We have

assumed that the risk of lethal mutations is the same for both

strains. However in real systems there may be epistatic interactions

such that strains have different robustness. Furthermore, from our

first analysis we cannot conclude whether the results depend on

the lethal mutations threatening the initial or the mutant strains.

To explore this, we study a model that has two strains of differing

fitness, as in Figure 1, where the initial strain is endangered by L1

lethal mutations and the adaptive strain is endangered by L2 lethal

mutations.

Once again we determine the regime of beneficial mutations by

considering the low mutation rate limit. In this limit, the survival

probability of strain 1 depends on the characteristics of strain 2

only via bs2s2, and thus it is independent of L2. Consequently, the

criterion for mutations to be beneficial (bs2s2wbs1s1(L1z1)) depends

only on L1, not on L2. If the initial strain is not endangered with

too many lethal mutations, mutations increase survival.

The optimal mutation rate depends on R1, R2, L1 and L2.

However, by refining the initial iterative approximation in the

regime R1v1 (appendix S2 in file S1), we find that in the limit

where both L1 and L2 are large, but one is much larger than the

other, only the parameters of the strain threatened with more

lethal mutations matter (figure 3). The same phenomenon holds

qualitatively for smaller values of L1 and L2. Thus to optimize the

mutation rate, only the less robust strain has to be taken into

account.

Two mutational steps needed to reach an adaptive

strain. Often a significant increase in fitness requires more

than one mutation [32,33]. How does this affect our conclusions?

Here we study a simple model where two mutations are needed to

obtain a higher reproductive number R2, while the non-mutant

and the one-mutation strains have the same reproductive number

R1, with L possible lethal mutations for all strains (see figure 4a

and appendix S3 in file S1). We denote the different strains by

their mutational states at the two sites, from the initial strain (0,0)
to the double mutant (1,1).

We consider how increasing the mutation rate affects the

survival probability for a population starting from a single

replicator of each genotype. Mutations are always a burden for

the fittest replicator (1,1), and its survival is almost not influenced

by the reproductive number of the neighboring strains as long as

their survival probability is much smaller (figure 4b). The survival

probability starting from a single-mutant replicator (1,0) or (0,1) is

very similar to the survival probability when only one mutation is

required for adaptation (figure 4d; and figure S3 of appendix S3 in

file S1). Starting from a replicator with no mutations (0,0), the

patterns are more complex (figure 4c). If R1 is not too large, there

is a local maximum in survival probability for a mutation rate m

slightly larger than the mopt of the single mutant. This arises

because there is potential to reach the fitter (1,1) genotype, but the

initial strain needs more mutations than the single mutant so its

optimal mutation rate is higher. For very low mutation rates,

however, there is a negligible chance of reaching the adaptive (1,1)
genotype, so if the initial strain is fit (R1w1), there is a local

maximum at m~0. This local maximum is the global optimum

when R1 is large enough, since the potential to reach the (1,1)
genotype is outweighed by the cost of lethal mutations, but as R1

decreases the global optimum switches to the non-zero m
maximum corresponding to the strategy of adaptation. This

demonstrates that our earlier criterion for mutations to be

beneficial was not necessary but sufficient. If the slope of the

survival probability at m~0 is positive, mutations are certainly

beneficial, like before; but if the slope is negative, mutations may

still be beneficial at some higher mutation rate.

Deleterious mutations. Our analysis so far has assumed

that deleterious mutations are all lethal, but of course fitness can

decrease without going to zero [10,15,31]. We investigated several

alternative fitness landscapes with non-lethal deleterious mutants,

and found that the outcomes are very similar to our previous

Figure 3. The optimal mutation rate as a function of L1 and L2.
Red lines: exact numerical solution showing combinations of L1 and L2

that give the indicated value of mopt , for the other parameters as given
below. Green vertical lines: approximation depending on L1 and R1

only. Blue horizontal lines: approximation depending on L2 and R2

only. R1~0:5, R2~10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g003

Evolutionary Escape with Deleterious Mutations
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results (figure 5). In the limit of low mutation the results are

identical, because the initial slope of the survival probability

depends on the survival probabilities of mutational neighbors in

the absence of mutations, so any type of deleterious mutant with

Rv1 leads to the same ultimate result of extinction. For larger

mutation rates, deleterious rather than lethal neighbors lead to

moderately higher values of the survival probability and the

optimal mutation rate. The fitness of deleterious double mutants

has very little influence because more than one mutation is needed

to reach them. Overall, what matters most are the immediate

mutational neighbors, and deleterious mutations pushing the

reproductive number below one act very similarly to lethal

mutations, at least at low mutation rates, because they are very

likely to be evolutionary dead-ends.

Application to within-host viral dynamics. Our replicator

model is very general, and may need to be adapted to apply to

specific systems. As an example, if we describe the dynamics of a

virus within a host, a virion may have a very low probability q to

successfully infect a cell, but when it succeeds, the number N of

released virions can be large, up to at least 5|104 [34]. The basic

reproductive number is R~qN. When many cells are infected,

fluctuations will average out and R is the dominant parameter

describing viral population growth. In the beginning of the

infectious process, however, numbers of virions are often low

[35,36] and viral growth is fundamentally stochastic so R alone

may be insufficient to describe the dynamics, as emphasized by

Pearson et al. in a non-evolutionary context [37].

We assume that a virion of strain i successfully infects a cell with

probability qi, and that this cell has a fixed death rate di and a

fixed rate of production of new virions bi, leading to a geometric

distribution of the number of new virions produced by this cell of

mean Ni~bi=di. For many common viral life histories, each new

virion produced by a cell may bear mutations independently of the

others [38], as in the simple model above.

It appears that this description adds two more parameters to our

replicator model. However, it can be shown that

s1(rq1,N1=r,rq2,N2=r)~rs1(q1,N1,q2,N2) (appendix S5 in file

S1), i.e. if we keep the reproductive numbers constant and

multiply both probabilities of cell infection q1 and q2 by the same

factor r, the survival probability is also multiplied by r. Thus the

value of the survival probability changes, but not its dependence

on the mutation rate. So when studying the dependence of the

survival probability on the mutation rate, the relevant parameters

are L, R1 and R2, as above, plus one additional parameter, q2=q1,

which describes how much more efficiently the mutant strain

infects cells compared to the initial strain.

Figure 4. Survival probabilities as a function of the mutation rate when two mutations are needed to increase fitness. Panel (a)
represents the mutational map. There are L lethal sites on the genome, and 2 adaptive sites. The initial strain (0,0) and the strains with a mutation at
one of the adaptive sites (0,1) and (1,0) have reproductive number R1 . The strain bearing both mutations (1,1) has a reproductive number R2.
Survival probabilities starting from a replicator of strain (0,0) (c), (0,1) or (1,0) (d) and (1,1) (b) are represented as a function of the mutation rate m.
R2~2, L~10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g004

Evolutionary Escape with Deleterious Mutations
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As in the general model, mutations are beneficial when

bs2s2w(Lz1)bs1s1. The survival probability of a strain in the absence

of mutations is bsisi~ maxf0,qi(1{1=(qiNi))g [37], so mutations

are beneficial if (Lz1)q1(1{1=(q1N1))vq2(1{1=(q2N2)). For

fixed values of R1 and R2, larger ratios q2=q1 lead to larger ranges

of reproductive numbers where mutations are beneficial. That is, if

the fitness increase is due predominantly to more efficient infection

of new cells, then mutations are more likely to be beneficial.

In principle, there could be situations where a mutation that

dramatically increases the number of virions produced by an

infected cell (N2&N1) comes at the expense of the probability to

infect a cell (q2vq1). If R1 is large enough, such a mutant strain

has a higher average growth rate (proportional to R2), but counter-

intuitively a lower survival probability than the initial strain

because of increased variance in the number of offspring virions

produced [37].

When the initial strain needs to mutate to survive (R1v1 and

R2w1), there are two regimes for the optimal mutation rate

(figure 6, appendix S5 in file S1). If q1wq2, when 1{R1 is not too

small, the survival probability is the same as for the general model,

except for a factor of q2, leading to the same dependence on the

mutation rate and the same mopt. In the regime q1%q2, an

approximation for small q1 leads to an optimal mutation rate

^
R2{1

(Lz1)(R2z1)
which depends on L and R2 only. Thus the

details of the life history of the virus (via the ratio q2=q1) define two

regimes, but for each regime mopt depends on the overall

reproductive number Ri only and not on qi and Ni independently.

Discussion and Conclusion

Replicators facing the threat of extinction because of an

environmental change may survive thanks to adaptive mutations.

Most models of evolutionary invasion and escape have focused on

adaptive mutation pathways only and have concluded that higher

mutation rates lead to higher probability that a replicator

population will survive an environmental change [2–4]. However,

empirical evidence shows that most mutations are deleterious, and

often they are lethal. When both adaptive and deleterious mutants

are considered, an intermediate mutation rate usually maximizes

the probability of survival, and in some cases the conclusion is even

reversed so that higher mutation rates always lead to lower survival

probability, even if an adaptive mutant exists.

We have investigated the conditions under which mutations are

beneficial, i.e. when some non-zero level of mutation increases the

survival probability compared to the limit of no mutations. A

sufficient criterion for mutations to be beneficial is when, in the

limit of no mutations, the average survival probability of the

mutational neighbors is larger than the survival probability of the

initial strain. However, this condition is not necessary: if an

adaptive mutant is more than one mutational step away, its

influence may be felt at higher mutation rates only. In this case a

very low rate of mutations may be detrimental to survival, but the

maximum survival probability may be obtained for a larger finite

value of the mutation rate.

The optimal mutation rate is defined for our analysis as the

mutation rate maximizing the survival probability of a replicator’s

lineage facing a given environmental change. We first studied a

general model with one adaptive mutant and lethal mutations

threatening both the initial strain and this adaptive mutant. The

optimal mutation rate depends on the characteristics of both the

initial strain and the adaptive mutant, but if one of the strains is

threatened by more lethal mutations or if it is closer to the survival

threshold, the optimal mutation rate depends most strongly on the

parameters of this strain. More realistic depictions of the fitness

landscape – such as a more mechanistic fitness model for viral

infections, or deleterious instead of lethal mutations – do not

qualitatively change these results.

Gavrilets has studied such a ‘‘holey’’ fitness landscape compris-

ing both fitness peaks and fitness ‘‘holes’’, but focused on the

distribution of a fixed-size population on such a landscape [39].

Other approaches from population genetics have been used to

study the interplay between mutation rate, adaptive and delete-

rious mutations when population size is fixed and hence they do

not consider the risk of extinction [22–24]. In the case of

evolutionary invasion and escape, the number of replicators is

initially small, and not limited by resources, and the question of

interest is whether the initial replicators’ lineages survive or not.

Figure 5. Survival probability as a function of mutation rate,
for four different models of deleterious fitness effects. In all
cases the model follows the broad scheme laid out in Figure 1, with an
initial strain (reproductive number R1) and a fitter strain (R2) both
threatened by L deleterious mutations. Solid lines: our general model
with L lethal sites; if one of these sites is mutated, R0~0. Dashed lines:
fitness is Rd if one of the deleterious sites is mutated, and R0~0 (lethal)
if §2 deleterious sites are mutated. Dotted lines: fitness is Rd if any
(non-zero) number of deleterious sites is mutated. Dot-dashed lines:

fitness is Rja
i , with Rj dependent on the allele at the adaptive site and i

the number of mutated deleterious sites. R2~2, Rd~0:8, a~0:4, L~4.
Numeric results using equations detailed in appendix S4 in file S1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g005

Figure 6. Optimal mutation rate as a function of q2=q1for a
more realistic model of within-host viral dynamics. Numerical
result from the exact equations (solid lines), and approximations for
q1wq2 (dashed lines) and q1%q2 (dotted lines). L~10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068179.g006
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Maximizing the survival of a replicator’s lineage is different from

maximizing the rate of adaptation (i.e. fixation of adaptive

mutants) in a population of a given size. For instance, if the

initial strain is fit enough and there are many deleterious

mutations, the mutation rate that maximizes survival can be zero,

whereas the mutation rate maximizing the adaptation rate is

always strictly positive. Some previous models have addressed the

demographic dynamics of a population, but have deterministically

tracked the expected number of replicators. For instance, Iranzo et

al. study the mean growth rate when both mutagenic and inhibitor

drugs are applied to a viral population [21]. If in the long term the

expected number of replicators goes to zero, extinction is certain.

Else, there is still some non-zero probability of extinction, but a

stochastic model is needed to calculate it, and it can be high in the

case of a small initial population.

To the best of our knowledge, only two studies have presented a

stochastic model of evolutionary escape where the dependence of

the survival probability on the mutation rate is analyzed in the

presence of both deleterious and adaptive mutations [26,27].

Other studies have considered deleterious mutations in the context

of fitness valleys, but these have always been part of mutational

paths leading to the only strains with Riw1, so higher mutation

rates are always preferable. In Eshel [26], an unfit strain (R1v1)

can mutate to a fit strain (R2w1) at a rate vh, with lethal

mutations at a rate v(1{h) for the unfit strain and v for the fit

strain. The initial strain cannot survive without mutations, so the

optimal mutation rate is strictly positive. But if v§(R2{1)=R2,

the fit strain will go extinct with certainty, so the optimal mutation

rate is bounded below this value. Alexander and Day [27]

explored two regimes: one where an unfit strain 1 mutates to a

fitter strain 2 at rate m, and strain 2 mutates back to strain 1 at rate

n!m (when n~m this is equivalent to our general model with

L~0); and another where an initial strain 1 mutates irreversibly to

m{1 strains, one of which is fitter, and the others are lethal

(almost equivalent to our model with L1~m{2 and L2~0, but

without back mutations). In the former regime, they observed

circumstances where an intermediate level of mutation maximizes

survival. In the latter, they showed that despite the existence of an

adaptive mutant, mutations can decrease survival if the initial

strain is fit enough. Our analysis builds on these results, placing

them in a general context and extending them subtantially. We

have derived rules that govern when mutations are beneficial and

what factors influence optimal mutation rates on more general

fitness landscapes, and we have considered the application to viral

life histories.

In light of these findings, we return to the question of why so

many emerging infectious diseases are RNA viruses. Our analysis

has shown that their extremely rapid mutation rates are not

necessarily a beneficial trait even if evolutionary adaptation is

needed to avoid extinction in the new host species. It is possible

that the mutation rates exhibited naturally by RNA viruses, while

high, are not so high that they cause survival probabilities to

decline markedly. This is difficult to judge in general, because even

in our simplified model a quantitative estimate of survival

probability requires, at minimum, knowledge of the fitnesses of

different genotypes and the frequency of deleterious mutations. It

is also possible that RNA viruses are common emerging infections

for reasons unrelated to their mutation rate, for instance if there is

a larger pool of candidate RNA viruses circulating in animal

reservoirs to which human populations are exposed (though see

[7]). A high mutation rate is not universally beneficial for

emergence and circumspection is needed in invoking it as an

explanation for the apparent propensity of RNA viruses to jump

host species or otherwise expand their range.

Finally, we place our findings in the context of research on the

evolution of mutation rates. Under stable conditions the mutation

rate is expected to be small [40], only limited by the cost of

reducing replication errors [16–18,41]. However, replicators often

face successive environmental changes, as when pathogen or

cancer cell lineages have to repeatedly invade new tissue

compartments or escape from the adaptive immune system. If

the mutation rate can evolve at the same pace or faster than the

environmental changes, then low mutations rates are selected

when the environment is stable. When the environment changes,

the few mutants with a high mutation rate will produce adaptive

mutations faster, and will hitch-hike to high frequency with these

mutations, but will decline in frequency when the environment

stabilizes [42]. Our model shows that even when the environment

changes, very high mutation rates are detrimental, so intermediate

mutators are more likely to hitch-hike. If the mutation rate evolves

on time scales longer than the time scale of environmental change,

then one mutation rate can be selected for, as a trade-off between

adaptive mutations and the deleterious load. Numerous studies

have explored the evolvability of the mutation rate [24,28,43–45],

but they have not integrated the risk of extinction following

environmental changes. There are situations in which the survival

probability may be the crucial parameter. An example is a parasite

in a host, which when it escapes the immune system can grow until

limited by resources, or by the next adaptation of the immune

system. The survival probability is directly related to the length of

infection, which is crucial for transmission, and hence for the

parasite’s fitness at the scale of the host population. If there are

several environmental changes (see appendix S6 in file S1 for a

more detailed discussion), steps with the lowest survival probability

will matter most, and will select for a mutation rate close to the

optimal mutation rate we have calculated for one step (with the

strain most adapted to the previous environment as the initial

replicator). To explore this situation in greater depth, our results

would need to be corrected in two ways: a higher mutation rate

may lower the fitness of the population in the previous

environment and thus decrease the number of replicators passed

to the next environment; but a higher mutation rate also increases

the number of pre-existing mutants that are adaptive for the next

environment. Future work should integrate these new results into a

larger framework dealing with the evolution of the mutation rate

and the frequency of environmental change.

Supporting Information

File S1 Calculations are detailed in the supporting pdf
file, organized in the sections: N S1 General model. N S2
Different numbers of lethal mutations. N S3 Two steps
towards a fitter mutant. N S4 Deleterious mutations. N S5
Within-host viral dynamics. N S6 Repetitively changing
environment.

(PDF)

File S2 For some calculations and for the figures,
Mathematica was used, as shown in the supporting
Mathematica file.

(PDF)
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